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2 Times Tables Worksheet 1 of 5. D. Russell Print fact goal workbook at two times tables in PDF Target worksheets are made to look like targets. The target number is two and is in the middle of each target worksheet. The next circle shows what to multiply the target number, two by, and the outer ring of the target is empty and is where the response (product) is to be written.
Learning multiplication facts can be daunting for children and sometimes it helps change the process. These target sheets change this a little to provide a different environment than traditional horizontal or vertical sheets. To ensure that children today learn to multiply facts and dedicate them to memory, it takes 10-15 minutes of practice three or four days a week, usually for the
school year and sometimes longer. Worksheets such as these should be visited frequently throughout the year (years). Use an egg timer or stopwatch to record how long it takes the child to complete the worksheet to make gage progress. Playing beat hours often stimulates some extra fun. 2 Times Tables Worksheet 2 of 5. D. Russell Two tables are usually the fastest to learn
quickly and commit to memory. In fact, random facts should be made only after the child has learned two, five, ten and squares (2 x 2, 3 x 3, 4 x 4, ...) timestables. The sequence should be followed when getting children to confirm the facts into memory. For two times tables, lots of oral skip counting helps you learn the facts. Skip counting applies to 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, etc. However,
when you skip counting, do not always start at 2, use different entry points to skip the count. Take turns telling them orally, start on different numbers. For example, I say 4 and the child says 8, I say 2 and the child so says 4, for each number I say, the child must provide the product by multiplying my number by two. You can also find 100 is a chart useful for displaying counting
patterns of two. When using a hundred chart, children's tint in multiples (2,4,6,8, 10......) of 2. 2 Times Tables Worksheet 4 of 5. D. Russell 2 Times Tables Worksheet 5 of 5. D. Russell This art sheet is a template for creating your own Mondrian painting. Picture © 2004 marion boddy-evans. Licensed for About.com, Inc. The color exists only through another color, the dimension is
defined by another dimension, there is no position except opposition to another position. - Mondrian Create your own version of the Mondrian geometric image using this numbered diagram as a template. Think Piet Mondrian and think of large images with asymmetric rectangles of primary colors on a grid of strong black lines. It is hard to imagine that he began as a landscaper and
was influenced by fauvism, symbolism and cubism on the way to his characteristic abstractions. To survive, Mondrian has been a painter of flowers on porcelain practically all his life. Maybe explains his hatred of nature. ... [Mondrian] suppressed the curves and all the greens because they reminded him of the trees he hated. ... In 1924, the artist broke away from Theo van
Doesburg, who ... he claimed that the oblique line at a slope of 45 degrees better corresponds to the dynamics of modern man. (Art of our century, by Ed Jean-Louis Ferrier, page 429.) You will need:• Print out the template.• Paint in the following colors: black, white, red, blue.• Brush. For large/small areas marked 1 to 3, it may be easier to use a large and small brush. Or a
separate brush for colors 1 through 3. What you will do:• Print the template and paint it directly, or use it as a guide to mark lines on a larger sheet of paper or canvas.• Decide which colors you will use for numbers 1 through 3. Black should be reserved for areas marked 4.• Color in each area in the specified color, taking care that your lines are straight and that colors are not
inserted into the wrong areas. Tips:• To get perfectly straight lines, use masking tape to ensure that the paint does not fly over where it is not desirable.• Instead of painting in black stripes, buy black adhesive tape and put it down instead. Be sure to buy in the right width, because it is difficult to cut the length of the tape in half evenly. Spruce uses cookies to give you a great user
experience. By using spruce, you consent to the use of cookies. George Orwell's Animal Farm is an allegorical novel about a group of livestock who took over their farm in England in the 1940s. Through the story of the animal revolution and its aftermath, Orwell assesses the failures of the Communist revolution in Russia. The novel begins at Manor Farm, where Mr. Jones, a cruel
and incompetent farmer, drunkenly sleeps. As soon as the lights go out on the farm, the animals gather. An old major, an older boar who's lived on the farm for a long time, called a meeting. At the meeting, the Old Major describes the dream he had the previous night in which the animals lived together without humans. He then launches into a passionate speech. In the speech, he
claims that humans are enemies of all animals, and calls on farm animals to organize themselves and rebel against humans. The old major teaches animals-who have varying degrees of intelligence-song called Beasts of England to instite a sense of revolutionary zeal in them. The old major died three days later. Three pigs named Napoleon, Snowball and Squealer use this sad
event to gather animals. When hungry animals break into the shed, Mr. Jones tries to flogged them. The animals revolt and drive Mr. Jones, his family, and his farm employees out of the farm in horror. Napoleon and Snowball quickly organize the animals and remind them of the old major's teachings. They're giving the farm a new name - Animal Farm - and they're going to hold a
meeting to vote on the rules. The seven basic principles are Whatever's going on on two legs is the enemy. Whatever's going on on four legs, or has wings, is a friend. No animal is allowed to wear clothing. No animal can sleep in bed. No animal is allowed to drink alcohol. No animal kills any other animal. All animals are equal. Snowball and Napoleon make these principles of
animalism to be painted on the side of the barn in large white letters. The car-horse, Boxer, is particularly enthusiastic and declares that his personal motto will be I will work harder. Napoleon does not join the animals in the harvest, and when he returns, the milk disappears. Snowball performs a project to teach all the animals on the farm how to read and write. Napoleon takes
care of the litter of young puppies to teach them the principles of animalism. He takes the puppies away; other animals will never see them. The animals cooperate and know the farm business very well. On time, the farm is calm and happy. Every Sunday, Snowball and Napoleon gather animals for a meeting at which they debate what to do next and vote. Pigs are the smartest of
animals, so they take the lead and create a program every week. Snowball has many ideas for improving the farm and animal life, but Napoleon is against almost all his ideas. When animals complain that they can't remember so many commandments of animalism, Snowball tells them that all they have to remember is Four Feet Good, Two Feet Bad. Neighboring farmers fear that
a similar overthrow could happen on their own farms. They contacted Mr. Jones to attack the farm with a gun. The snowball thinks quickly and organizes the animals into an ambush; surprise the men and drive them off. Animals celebrate the Battle of the Cowshed and confiscate the weapon. They decide to fire a gun once a year to commemorate the battle, and Snowball is hailed
as a hero. At next Sunday's meeting, Snowball proposes building a windmill that will provide electricity as well as grinding grain. He makes an impassioned speech arguing that the windmill will make their lives easier. Napoleon will give a short speech against this matter, but he can say that he has lost the argument. Napoleon makes a sound, and suddenly the dogs he took to
education – now fully grown – burst into the barn, growling and biting. They're driving Snowball away. Napoleon tells the other animals that Snowball was their enemy and worked with Mr. Jones. He announces that meetings are no longer necessary and that Napoleon, Squealer and the other pigs will run the farm for the benefit of all. Napoleon decides to build a windmill after all.
Work begins on the windmill-Boxer works particularly it, excited about the easier life they will have when it's done. Animals notice that Napoleon and the other pigs are starting to behave more like men: they stand on their hind legs, drink whiskey and live inside. Whenever someone points out that this behavior violates principles of animalism, Squealer explains why he is wrong.
Napoleon's leadership is becoming increasingly totalitarian. When a storm causes a windmill to collapse, Napoleon averts guilt by telling everyone that Snowball sabotaged it. He corrects the animals about their memory of the cowshed battle, insists that he was a hero that everyone remembers, and that Snowball was in touch with Mr. Jones. He accuses various animals of being
in league with snowball; his dogs attack and kill anyone he accuses. A boxer accepts Napoleon's rule and repeats Napoleon is always right as a mantra when he works harder and harder. The windmill is being rebuilt, but another farmer, Mr. Frederick, gets into a dispute over a trade deal with Napoleon and uses explosives to destroy a new windmill. Another battle ensues between
animals and men. The men are expelled again, but Boxer is seriously injured. Animals appear Squealer with a can of white color; suspect that the principles of animalism painted on the barn have been changed. The boxer continues to work, driving himself to do even more despite his injuries. It weakens and eventually collapses. Napoleon tells the animals that he will send to the
veterinary hospital to come get Boxer, but when the truck arrives, the animals read the words on the truck and realize that Boxer is sent to the knacker to become glue. Napoleon sold Boxer for whiskey. Napoleon and Squealer deny this, claiming that the car was recently purchased at the hospital and has not been repainted. Later, Napoleon tells the animals that Boxer died in
medical care. Time passes. The windmill is rebuilt and generates a lot of income for the farm, but the lives of animals are deteriorating. We don't talk about heated stalls and electric lights for everyone anymore. Instead, Napoleon tells the animals that the easier their lives are, the happier they will be. Most of the animals that knew the farm before the revolution are gone. One by
one, the principles of animalism have been erased on the side of the barn until there is only one left: All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others. The simplified motto has been changed to Four legs good, two legs better. Pigs have become almost indistingunerable from men: they live inside, wear clothes and sleep in beds. Napoleon invites a neighboring
farmer to dinner to discuss the alliance and changes the name of the farm back to Manor Farm. Some animals look into the farm through windows and can't tell which are the pigs and who are the men. Men.
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